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By generalizing the Witt cancellation law to Hermitian congruence, we 
investigate the matrix equation AA’ = AfA = ml,, + flh in the nth cyclotomic field 
and in the group ring image R = Q(G)/(xgcC g ), where G is a fmite group. When 
m = h and p = 0 our results yield a nonexistence theorem for generalized Hadamard 
matrices (GHMs). By generalizing some theorems of Marshall Hall and H. J. 
Ryser, we extend the results of Marshall Hall on Hadamard completions to GHMs. 
We also mention an application of GHMs to coding theory and give a theorem on 
the automorphism group of a GHM. 0 1988 Academic PESS, IW. 
1. INTRODUCT~~N 
A (1, - 1)-matrix H of order h is a Hadamard matrix if HHT = hZ,,. 
Butson [4] defines a generalized Hadamard matrix (GHM) as a matrix H 
of nth roots of unity for which HHt = hl,,, where Ht is the adjoint of H. 
Drake [ 1 I] defines a GHM over a group G as a matrix H of elements 
from the group G for which 
XX+=hZA+&,(J,-Z/J 1 g 
gEG 
holds for X= H and X= HT in the group ring Q(G) where Ht = [h,;‘]. 
We shall assume this equation holds only for X= H. Equivalently, H is a 
GHM if HHt = hZ, in the group ring image R = Q(G)/(C,,, g). We shall 
call the former an n-GHA4 and the latter a G-GHM Notice that these 
definitions are equivalent if n = ICI is prime and that a Hadamard matrix is 
a 2-GHM. We can think of both definitions as special cases of a broader 
definition of a GHM in which elements are images of a direct sum of non- 
trivial irreducible representations of a group G in complex matrices. The 
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elements of an n-GHM are images of a nontrivial one-dimensional 
representation of the group Z,. Similarly, the elements of the group G in 
the ring R may be thought of as images of the direct sum of all the non- 
trivial irreducible representations of G. In this case the relation Cgo G g = 0 
in R is simply the statement that the trivial representation is orthogonal to 
all the nontrivial ones. With this definition every projective plane of order 
m is equivalent to a GHM of order m where G = S, and its representation 
is the unique nontrivial irreducible component of its natural permutation 
representation. Nevertheless, we shall only be interested in n-GHMs and 
G-GHMs. Theorem 5.2 shows that G-GHMs are useful in creating codes 
that achieve the Plotkin bound. 
A Hadamard matrix has order h = 1, 2, or h E 0 mod 4 [23, p. 1061. 
Similarly, if n is prime an n-GHM has h = 1 or h = 0 mod n. The basic con- 
jecture on Hadamard matrices is that they exist for all orders h s 0 mod 4. 
When n is an odd prime, the parallel conjecture for n-GHMs is that they 
exist for all orders h E 0 mod n for which I,, =’ hl,. This last condition of 
Hermitian congruence yields a new nonexistence theorem for n-GHMs 
which we state in Theorem 4.2. The basic conjecture for G-GHMs is not so 
clear because none has been found for which G is not elementary abelian. 
We conjecture that the necessary conditions of Theorem 4.3 are also 
sufficient if G is elementary abelian. 
Given an Y by h partial GHM X for which XX+ = hZ, and I, =’ hl,, we 
try to determine whether or not there exists a GHM H having X as its first 
r rows. We shall show that a rational cyclotomic completion of a partial 
n-GHM always exists and that if h - r < 2, n is prime, and 2 has even order 
mod n a completion exists. Finally, we shall give necessary conditions for a 
prime to divide the automorphism group of a G-GHM. 
2. THE CONGRUENCE Ih = ’ ml,, + pJ,, 
By generalizing the Witt cancellation law and theorems of Hall and 
Ryser we are able to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a nonsingular matrix A of order h such that AAt = ml+ /LJ and 
for the existence of such an A that is normal. We conclude this section by 
studying a more general question in the ring R. 
DEFINITIONS. Let F be a field. Let char F denote the characteristic of F, 
F rxh the set of all r by h matrices over F, and 0 a field automorphism of F 
such that o2 = 1. Since we shall often be interested in the case Fc C and 
r~ = complex conjugation, we shall use the notation la]’ = so(a), a E F. If 
A = [%jlEF,.h, A*= [uji], A”= [a(~~)], and At = [a(uji)] will denote 
the transpose, the conjugate, and the adjoint of A, respectively. If B is 
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another matrix over F, A @B will denote the Kronecker product of A and 
B. If A and B are square, A 0 B will denote the direct sum of A and B, and 
IA 1 will denote the determinant of A. Let Z= I,, denote the identity matrix 
and J= Jh the matrix of 1’s. A is Hermitian if A = A +, unitary if A-’ = At, 
and normal if AAt = AtA. Two Hermitian matrices A, BE Fhxh are 
Hermitian congruent, written A =’ B, if TAT+ = B for some nonsingular 
TeF,x,. Although we shall be using the same notation, this is the usual 
definition of congruence only if (T = 1. The index of a real symmetric matrix 
is defined in [ 16, p. 61. The following two lemmas are easy consequences of 
the definitions. 
LEMMA 1. Hermitian congruence is an equivalence relation. 
LEMMA 2. Zf A = L‘ B and IAl # 0, then there exists 0 # a E F such that 
lABI = 1~1~. 
The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 follow the analogous proofs in Jones 
[ 16, Theorems 1, 81. Theorem 2.2 is the Witt cancellation law for 
Hermitian congruence. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let char F # 2. Zf A E F,, x ,, is Hermitian, there exists 
TE F/,x,, such that I T( = 1 and TAT? is a diagonal matrix. 
Proof Assume the theorem is false, and let A be a counterexample with 
h minimal. Trivially, h > 1. Let Ek, = [S,S,] and 
Hence, II+ bEk,l = 1 and ISk,l = -1 for every b E F and k # 1. There does 
not exist T such that I TI = -1 and TAT+ is diagonal because Si2 TAT+Sf, 
would also be diagonal and I Si2 T] = 1. Hence, we may successively replace 
A by CACt, where /Cl = *I because CAC* would also be a counter- 
example. Let A = [aii]. Because A is not diagonal there exists aV # 0 with 
i # j. If akk = 0 for every k, replace A by 
(Z+ u,: ‘Eji) A(Z+ u,: ‘Eji)‘. 
In the (j, j) position is 
a(a,~‘)[ajia,~’ + uji] + a,/a,i* +ufi=u,;‘aji+ 1 =2 #O. 
Hence, we may assume a,j#O for some j. Now replace A by SIjTATtSij, 
where 
T= fi (Z-akja,y’Ekj). 
k= L.k#, 
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A is now the direct sum of a matrix of order 1 and one of order h - 1. 
Hence, since h was minimal there exists TE F,,- 1x h- 1 such that 1 TI = 1 
and SAS+ is a diagonal matrix where S = [ 1 ] @ T; a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 2.2. Let char F# 2. Let A, B, and C be Hermitian matrices 
over F. If CQA =“CQB, then A =‘B. 
Proof: Let h be the order of C. By Theorem 2.1 we may assume C is 
diagonal. Hence, if we can prove the result for h = 1, the theorem follows 
by induction. Let C= [c] and let 
be a matrix such that T(C@A)T+=C@B, where teF, t,,f~~F,,,~,, 
and T, E F,, _ 1 X ,, _ , . Explicitly, 
c Itl’+t,Att=c 
tct$+t,ATb=O 
t,ct$ + T,AT& = B. 
Let S = T, - t, t , U, where U- ’ = (t +_ 1 ), whichever is nonzero: 
SAS+=(T,-t,t,u)A(Tf,-a(u)tft$) 
= T,ATd- t,t,uAT$- T,Aa(u) tltl+ t2t,uAa(u) tltl 
= B- t,ctz + ut,tctJ + t,ca(t) t$a(u) 
+ lu12 t,ct:- lz412 t,c 1tl2 tI 
= B+ ct,t$( - 1 + ut +a(ut)+ (u(‘- jutj2) 
=B+ct,t$(lu(2-lut-l12)=B. 
Hence, A =’ B. 1 
We need the following theorem from Jones to prove Theorems 2.3, 3.5, 
and 3.6. 
THEOREM A [16, Corollaries 13, 27d). Zf O#a,, a2, a3, a4, -aEQ are 
not all the same sign then 
a,xf+azxz+a,x:+a,xj=a 
has a solution in rationals. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let 0 #e, f E Q, and let A E Qdhx4,, be symmetric with 
(Al =f*. Zf e>O or ifA has index 2h, then A =“eA. 
Proof The general result follows by induction from the case h = 1, 
which we prove. We easily see that A = ’ eA is a property independent of 
congruence class representative. Hence, by Theorem 2.1 we may assume 
without loss of generality that A = diag(a, 6, c, d), where 0 # a, 6, c, de Q 
and abed = 1. By the hypothesis a, 6, c, d, and -ea are not all the same 
sign. Hence, by Theorem A there exists ~1, x, y, z E Q such that 
aw* + bx* + cy* + dz* = ea; 
[ 
W x y Z’ 
s= bxla -w bdz -bcy 
cola -cdz -w bcx 
dzla cdy - bdx -w 
satisfies SAST=eA which implies A =(‘eA. 1 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 0 # a, 6, c, d E F be fixed by a; 
diag(a, b) A diag(c, d) 
if and only if 
(i) abed= lk\*, kEF, and 
(ii) c=a(el*+b~f~*e,f~F. 
Proof: Necessity. (i) Lemma 2. (ii) If 
c=a le)*+b If I*. 
Sufficiency. 
T= de) a(f) 
- kf/ac kelbc 1 
satisfies T diag(a, b) Tt = diag(c, d). 1 
THEOREM 2.5. Let char F= 0, m, h E N, and p E Z, m + ph > 0; 
I, A ml,, + pJ, 
582a/49/2-4 
(2.1) 
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if and only if 
(i) hisodd 
(a) m+ph=la12aEF and 
(b) lc1*=m la12+(-l)‘h-1)i2h lb12 
has a nontrivial solution a, b, c E F 
(ii) h is even 
(4 m(m+ph)=la12aEF and 
(b) if4~hm=la12+Ib12a,bEF. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Proof Let T= [tii]EQhxh, where 
i 
l/i, i>j 
tii= -1, i+l=j 
0, i+2<j. 
TJTT = [S,Sjh] and TTT = [((i+ 1)/i) a,- dihSjh]. Hence, 
[m/h]O(mZ,,+pJh) g [m/h+p]@mZ,,. 
Thus, Zh =’ mZ, + pJh is equivalent to 
(2.6) 
[mh]@Zh A [h(m+ph)]@mZk. 
Using Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we see that (2.1) is equivalent to the 
congruences: 
Ifh-Omod4, [mh] A [h(m +ph)]. 
Ifh= 1 mod4, Cmhl 0 Cl1 g Ch(m + 9110 [ml. 
IfhE2mod4, diag(mh, 1, 1, mh) s diag(h(m + ph), m, m, mh) 
A diag(h, m, m, h) 
Chl 0 Chl L Ch(m + ,&)I 0 Cmhl. 
[l]O[l] A [m+ph]O[m]. 
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If/z-3mod4, diag(mh, 1, 1, 1, m) g diag(h(m + $z), m, m, m, m) 
I diag(h(m + p/r), 1, 1, 1, 1) 
By Theorem 2.4 we are done. 1 
Theorem 2.5 generalizes the Bruck-Ryser-Chowla theorem [23, 
Theorem 8.3.11 in which F= Q, CJ = 1, and m + pLh = (m + p)*. The one dif- 
ference in Eq. (2.3) is explained by the fact that the Hilbert norm residue 
symbol (m, $z) = 1 which implies (m, p) = (m, h). We also note that if p = 0 
the conclusions of the theorem simplify because (2.2) implies (2.3) and (2.4) 
is trivial. If AA+ = ml,, A is normal because A+=mA-‘. If p#O 
Theorems 2.6 and 2.9 give conditions for the existence of A such that 
AA+ = A+A = ml+ pJ. Essentially, the condition is that (2.2) hold even if h 
is even. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let char F= 0, m, h E N, 0 #p E Z, m + ph > 0, and 
A l F,zr,, such that AAt = ml + pJ. The following are equivalent: 
(i) AtA = AAt 
(ii) JA=cJ, CEF 
(iii) AJ= cJ, c E F, 
where Ic( ’ = m + ph. 
Proof. Since m, m + ph > 0, A - ’ exists. Hence, 
A+-‘A-‘&- ’ J 
m m(m+$z) ’ (2.7) 
(i) --, (ii) Multiplying (2.7) on the left by At and on the right by A we 
obtain 
A+A=mZ+ ’ -AAJA=mI+pJ. 
m+pLh 
If cj is the ith column sum of A, 
A+JA = [o(cj) cj] 
which implies a(~,) cj = m + ph for every i and j. Hence, c = ci is indepen- 
dent of i, lcl’=m+pLh, and JA=cJ. 
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m+ph 
AJ=--&AAtJ=- 
a(c) 
J= cJ. 
(iii) -+ (i) Multiplying (2.7) on the left by A and on the right by At we 
obtain 
AAt-‘A-l&IA& ’ 
m Mm + M) 
AJA’=Z+;J-iJ=Z. i 
Theorems 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 generalize Hall and Ryser [ 13, 141. 
Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 will be needed to prove Theorem 6.1 on completions. 
LEMMA 3. Let r < h and char F# 2. Zf XE F, x ,, is a matrix such that 
lXXtl # 0, then there exists a matrix WE Fhp Tx ,, such that 
Y= 
X [ 1 W 
is nonsingular and YYt = XXt 0 WWt. 
ProojI Let WEF~-~~,, be a matrix of rank h - r whose rows are a basis 
for the space annihilated by X”. It remains to show 1 WWtl #O. By 
Theorem 2.1 there exists T E F, x I such that 1 TI = 1 and 
TXXtTt = D = diag(d,, .,., d,), di # 0. 
Hence, TX is of rank r; 
c=rTxl 
LW-I 
implies 
Let ci denote the ith row vector of 
by c,’ we find 
TXWt 
wwf  1 =DQ WWt. 
C. Suppose x3= I aici = 0. Multiplying 
1 a,cic/t=ajdj=O, ldjdr, 
i= 1 
which implies aj = 0 and Cf= r + , a,c, = 0. Since W has rank h - I, ai = 0 for 
every i. Thus, (Cl # 0 which implies I WWtl # 0. a 
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THEOREM 2.7. Let char Ff2. Let D1~F,,,. and D2~Fh-rrxh-- be 
Hermitian, and let X E F, x ,, satisfy XX+ = D,. If I,, = (’ D, @ D,, then there 
exists a matrix Z E F,, x ,, having X as its first r rows such that ZZt = 
D, OD2. 
Proof. Since I,, =‘D, @ Dz, lXX+l #O. By Lemma 3 there exists a 
matrix WE F,, ~ r x ,, such that 
Y= 
X [ 1 W 
is nonsingular and YYt = XX+ @ WWt = D, @ WWt. By Theorem 2.2 
there exists VEF~-,,,_, such that 1 VI # 0 and VWWtVt = D,; 
z= X c 1 VW 
implies ZZ+=D,@D,. 1 
THEOREM 2.8. Let charFZ2, let DEF,,,, andlet X, YEF,,,. IfD= 
XX+ = YYt is nonsingular, then there exists a unitary matrix U E Fh xh such 
that XU = Y. 
Proof By Lemma 3 there exists a matrix W, E Fk _ Tx ,, such that 
T= 
X [ 1 W, 
is nonsingular and TTt = XX+ @ W, WI. By Theorem 2.7 there exists 
W?EF~-~,,~ such that 
s= ; [ 1 2 
satisfies SSt = D @ W, WI = TTt. U= T-IS satisfies UUt = T-‘SSt 
Ttp’=I, and TU=Simplies XU= Y. 1 
THEOREM 2.9. Let char F = 0, m, h E N, ,u E Z, m + ph = ICI 2, c E F, and 
I,, = ’ ml,, + pJ,,. There exists A E F,, x ,, such that AA+=A+A=mZ+pJand 
AJ=JA=cJ. 
Proof There exists BE Fhxh such that BBt =mZ+pJ. Let b = 
JlxhB~F;~x,r. 
bbt=J,,,BBtJ,.,=h(m+ph)=hIc12. 
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However, 
(cJlxh)(cJlx/J+= IC12JlxhJhx1 =h ICI*. 
Hence, by Theorem 2.8 there exists a unitary matrix UE F,, x ,, such that 
bU=cJ,.,. A = BU satisfies 
JA=JBU=J,,,bU=cJ,,,,JIxh=cJ 
and 
AA+ = BUUtBt = BBt. 
By Theorem 2.6 we are done. 1 
For the remainder of this section we shall study the theory of matrices 
over the ring R = Q(G)/(C,,o g ). If T is a matrix over R, we define Tt = 
[o( tji)], where 0 is the antiautomorphism generated by a(g) = g- ’ for 
every gE G. Since R is in general nonabelian, it may not be true that 
(AB)* = BTAT. However, we shall need Lemma 4 to prove Lemma 8(ii). 
LEMMA 4. (AB)+ = BtAt. 
Proof In either case the (i, j) entry is Ck o(bki) o(ajk). 1 
LEMMA 5. If A and B are nonsingular symmetric rational matrices such 
that A =’ B over R, then 
AOAOCIAIIO [VII g BOB63 ClBll@ CPII. 
Proof Use Theorem 2.1 to diagonalize and then use Theorem 2.3 
repeatedly. 1 
THEOREM 2.10. Let A, BEQ,., be nonsingular and symmetric, and let 
s # 1 be the order of a group G. If there exists a matrix T E R, xh such that 
TA T + = B, then 
sB@(AOZ,) A sAO(BOI,) (2.8) 
over Q. This is equivalent to the conditions: 
(i) Ifsiseven,A=‘BoverQ. 
(ii) Zf s is odd, A and B have equal index and 
c* = lAB[ a2 + (- l)(“-‘)I* sb* 
has a nontrivial solution a, 6, c E Q. 
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ProoJ: By using the regular representation of G we can imbed R in the 
ring R’ = M/(J), where M c Q, X 5 is the ring of matrices with constant line 
sum; 0 extends to R’ by defining c(r) = rT. We shall show that in fact we 
can weaken the hypothesis to assume only that TE Rkxh. We choose our 
representative S from T to have line sums 1 on its diagonal and 0 off its 
diagonal. If we think of S as a matrix of order sh instead of a matrix of 
order h whose entries are matrices of order s, we see that ST is a represen- 
tative of Tt. In this case, TAT+ = B implies 
where C is to be determined. Multiplying on the left by [0 . . -0 J, 0 - .. 0] 
and on the right by [O.. .O J,O. .-OIT we obtain f 
a,pJ, = bvsJs + cgs2Js 
which implies SC = A - B. Generalizing the congruence (2.6) we find that 
B@(sA@Z,) A B@(sB@Z,+sC@J,) 
A (B+sC)@(sB@Z,)=A@(sB@Z,) 
and this proves (2.8). 
If A has index i and B has index j, then (2.8) implies j + si = i + sj. Hence, 
i= j and A =‘B over R: 
(i) Ifs is even, Lemma 2 and (2.8) imply IAl and IBI are equal up to 
a rational square. Hence, Lemma 5 implies A @ A = ’ B @ B. This fact and 
(2.8) imply A =’ B over Q. The converse is trivial. 
(ii) Theorem 2.3 shows that (2.8) is equivalent to sB@A =“sAOB 
ifs~1mod4andtosB~B=“sAOAifsr3mod4.Italsoimpliesthat 
A@[IAI]@Z3h--I =‘sA@[sIA]]@sZ,,~,.Hence,ifs~~lmod4,(2.8)is 
equivalent to 
sBOAO[sIAl]O[sIBI]@sZ,,-, ~~AOBOCslAllOCsIBlIOs~,,~, 
[SIB CIA41 A Cl10 Cs Wll. 
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By Lemma 5 if s = 3 mod 4, (2.8) is equivalent to 
~~O~OCI~IlOCI~IIOC~I~IlOC~I~IlO~~,,-, 
A s~O~OCI~IIOCI~IlOC~l~llOC~l~llO~~3h~, 
~O~OCI~ll0CI~ll0C~I~/l0CI~ll0~,,-* 
A ~O~OCI~IlOCI~IlOCI~ll~C~I~Il0~3h~, 
CI4lOC~I4l 5 cl~lloc~I~Il 
CllOC~l c CI~~IlOC~l~~l1. 
Now apply Theorem 2.4 to complete the proof. 1 
If we let A = Z, and B = sZ, we see by Theorem 4.5 that Theorem 2.10 is 
another generalization of the Bruck-Ryser theorem. 
3. CYCLOTOMIC SOLUTIONS TO m =h (al* +k lbl* 
We shall now study the special case of the nth cyclotomic field 
F= Q(o,), where o, = e2nil” and of the automorphism complex con- 
jugation. If 0 is complex conjugation, ti will denote a(a); sqf(m) will denote 
the squarefree part of m. Since Q(w,) = Q(o,,) if n is odd [21, p. 121, we 
shall assume that n & 2 mod 4. We shall use the following theorem from 
number theory to study the equations in Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM B [21]. Let o =a,. Q(o) is normal ouer Q. G= 
Gal(QW/Q) = {ok: 16k<n, (k,n)=l)=Z,* wherea,:f(w)+f(&)for 
f(x)~ Q[x]. a~ Z[w] and ]a]* = 1 impiy a= 50’. Zf p is an odd prime 
i(P-‘)‘2p1’2 E Z[w,]. Z[o] = An Q( w  is a number ring, where A is the set ) 
of algebraic integers. Every ideal in Z[w] is uniquely representable as a 
product of prime ideals. Every prime ideal is a maximal ideal. The prime 
factorization of (p), where p is a prime is 
where e is the ramification index, f is the inertial degree, [Q(o) : Q] = 
4(n) = efg, and the Qi are distinct. Z[o]/Q, is a field of order p< The Q;s 
are said to lie over p. Write n = pkd, where p Z d. e = 4(p”), andf is the mul- 
tiplicative order of p mod d. For every i and j there exists o E G such that 
o(Qi) = Q,. Zf p j n the subgroup of G fixing each Qi is the cyclic subgroup 
generated by o,. Qi= (p,‘fi(o)), where fi(x) is an irreducible factor mod p 
of the n th cyclotomic polynomial, 
Theorem 3.1 gives a necessary condition for solutions to (2.2) and (2.4). 
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THEOREM 3.1. If m = Ial 2 E N for some a E Q(o,), then for every prime 
p t n such that p 1 sqf(m) the order f of p mod n is odd or pf12 & - 1 mod n. 
Proof: There exists k E N such that ka E Z[o,]. Since mk2 = lkaj 2 and 
sqf(m) = sqf(mk2), it suffices to assume a E Z[o,]. Assume there exists a 
prime p such that p 1 n, p I sqf(m), f is even, and pf12 = -1 mod n. By 
Theorem B, Q = rr ~ r(Q) = Q for each Q lying over p. Let Q” strictly divide 
(a). Q” = Q” strictly divides (a). Hence, Q’” strictly divides (m). Since e = 1, 
pZk strictly divides m, contradicting p 1 sqf(m). 1 
Let GF(p”) denote the finite field of order p2’, and let qE GF(p2’) 
generate its cyclic multiplicative group. Define the index ind qk = k. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let o = CO,,. Zf p2’ E 1 mod n 
p” 1 
satisfies 
Y(m)= 1 
Wind( 1 + q(~‘- I Ik) 
k= l,q(P’-Ilk+ -, 
(i) Y(op) = Y(w) and 
(ii) 
IY(o)12= Y(0) Y(o-‘)=p’+ 
P’7 p’& -1modn = 
1, p’= -1modn. 
proof: (i) Y(~P) = C WP * ind(l + q’P’- ‘Jk) = C ~~“~(1 + q’P’- ‘jk)p = 
c ,#d(l + q~(~‘- IF), since char GF(p”) = p. If f(x)E GF(p)[x] and 
f(q) = 0, f(qP) = 0. Hence, (- l)p = -1 and Y(op) = Y(o). 
(ii) Y(w) Y(u(o-‘) = pf+&,,kZ,~i”d(l+q(P’-l)k) - ind(l+q’P’P1”). 
Let rc-k-lmod p’+ 1 and z=ind[(l +q’P’-l)(K+‘))(l +q(p’~l)‘)~‘]. 
Since K #O, K assumes p’ values. We shall show that for fixed K, I 
assumes the p’ - 1 distinct values (p’ + 1) j - rc, 1 <j < p’ - 1, and this will 
imply the result. 1 assumes p’ + 1 - 2 = p’ - 1 values, namely every integer 
1 $ I < p’ + 1 except those for which qCp’-‘)‘= - 1 or -q-(P’- ‘jK. Hence, I 
assumes p’- 1 values. It remains to show that they are distinct and I E -k 
mod pf+ 1: 
qlP’= (1 +q (pZ’-P’)(K+1))(1 + q(P2’~P’v-l 
=(l+q (I~P’KK+o)(l +qcl-P’y 
=(q’P’--l)w+o+ l)(q’P’-l)r+ 1)-l q~cP’-l)K 
= qlq-‘P’- 1)K 
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4 (K+‘)(P’- ‘) = 1 implies z E -K mod p’ + 1. Assume I, = r2: 
(l+q (p’- I)(K+/l))(l +q’P’- lV2) = (1 +q(P’--INK+h))(l + qwwl). 
q’P’- l)(h-+h) + q (P’-l)12=q(P’-l~(r+I?)+q(P’-11)11~ 
(q’P’- 1)K 
- l)(q 
(P’p I)h _ q’P’p 1 U2) = 0. 
Hence, I, E l2 mod p’ + 1 which implies 1, = 1,. 1 
LEMMA 6. Ifn f 2mod4 and ifpin, p= Ial2 for some aeZ[w,]. 
Proof. Let p be a prime and CO = CO, ; 
P-1 p-1 
(z”-1)/z-l)= n (Z-C!P)= 1 Zk 
k=l k=O 
implies p = n{::( 1 - ok). Hence, if p is odd and a = np!,‘)/2( 1 -ok) E 
Z[w],p=la12.1fp=2anda=(1+i)~Z[i],2=la12. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. Let m, n EN, n > 2, n f 2 mod 4. rffor every prime p j n 
such that p 1 sqf(m) the order f of p mod n is odd or f/2 is odd and pf12 & 
- 1 mod n, then m = Ial2 for some a E Q(o,). 
Proof. By Lemma 6 it suffices to let m = p j n. In either case p*‘= 1 
mod n for some odd t such that p’ & - 1 mod n. Theorem 3.2 implies 
p = /al*, where 
a = Y(u(o,)/p”~ 1)‘2. 1 
We can now combine Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 into the following 
equivalence. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let n & 2 mod 4 be a prime power or composite with no 
prime factors - 1 mod 4. m = ja12 E N for some a E Q(w,) if and only iffor 
every prime p l n such that p 1 sqf(m) the order f of p mod n is odd or pfi2 f 
-1 modn. 
Proof: Necessity was proven in Theorem 3.1. By Theorem 3.3 we need 
to show that 4 1 f implies p f12= -1 modn or p= la12, a~Q(u,). If n is an - 
odd prime power, Z,* is cyclic which implies - 1 is the unique element 
mod n of order 2. Hence, if f is even pf12 E -1 mod n. 
Let n = 2k, k > 2, and let 2’ 1 p2 - 1 with r maximal. Hence, if 4 If, 
2’ ) pf12 - 1 which implies r < k. 2’ I p + 1 implies 2’+ i ) p2 - 1, a contradic- 
tion. Hence, letting t = 1 in Theorem 3.2 we find p = ) Y((o,~)\~, where 
Y(02,) E Z[w,,] c Z[w,]. 
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If n is composite write n = 2kv where v is odd and has no prime factors 
E 1 mod 4. Hence, if 4 1 f, 4 divides the order of p mod 2k which implies 
p = la\‘, a E Q(o,a) c Q(w,) by the above. u 
If n is an odd prime power, the following lemma is helpful when applying 
Theorem 3.4. 
b?MMA 7. Let A be an odd prime and 1 < k < 1. If e and f are the orders 
of a prime p # A mod Ak and mod A’, respectively, then f 1 A’- ke and e 1 jI In 
particular, e is odd if and only iff is odd. 
Proof: We induct on 1. I= k is trivial. Assume the lemma holds for I. 
Hence, 
piJmke E 1 mod E,’ 
).= 1 + . . . + 1 ~(~l’-~e)~-l+(p~‘-~C)1-2+ . . . + 1 ~OmodA 
(pll-ke -l)l~p~‘-k”e-l=Omod;l’+’ 
which implies f 1 A’- k + le. e ( f is trivial. 1 
The function in Theorem 3.2 is a modification of the cyclotomic function 
of Jacobi, Cauchy, and Kummer [ 191. If n has a prime factor s 1 mod 4 
and is not a prime power, it appears that such a function cannot be used to 
show that the necessary conditions of Theorem 3.1 are also sufficient. 
EXAMPLE. Let n=15 and p~2 or 8mod15 which implies f=4 and 
pf12 E 4 f - 1 mod 15. We would like to find a function Y(x) E Z[x] such 
that Y(o,~) Y(o,‘) = p’ for some odd integer t because a = Y(o,,)/p”- 1)‘2 
implies [aI* = p. However, we can show this is impossible if !P(o&) = 
Y(o,,). Let q = w,~ + c& + c& + O& = (1 + i ,,&)/2. Hence, we see 
Y(colS)EQ(ifi) which implies if Y((w,,)=a+ibfi, a,bEQ, p’= 
1 Y12 = a’ + 15b2 or there exists a nontrivial solution x, y, z E N to 
x2 + 15y2 - pV = 0. 
This is impossible mod 3 because 2 and 8 are nonresidues. Nevertheless, we 
can always find YEQ(w~~) such that Y(o$) = Y(‘(o&) = Y(w,,) and 
IYyI*=p because id, $~Q(c~i~+c&) and 
always has a nontrivial solution if p E 2 or 8 mod 15. 
Conjecture 1. The necessary condition of Theorem 3.1 is also sufficient 
for the existence of a E Q(w,) such that m = [a( * E N. 
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The next two theorems show that there often are solutions to equations 
(2.3) and (2.5). 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf 0 #cl, c2, -c E Z are not all the same sign and 
n f 2 mod 4 has a prime factor & 1 mod 4, then 
Cl ly,12+c* ly*12=c, Y, 3 ~2 E Q(wJ 
has a solution. 
Proof. It suffices to assume n = 4 or n is a prime - - 1 mod 4. In either 
case i&E Z[o,] by Theorem B. Let xi, x2, x3, xq E Q be the solution in 
Theorem A when a, = ci, a, = c,n, a3 = cl, a4 = c2n, and a = c. Let yi = 
x1 + ix, J n andy,=x,+ix, J;;. I 
THEOREM 3.6. Zf n & 2 mod 4 has a prime factor + 1 mod 8, then every 
meN can be written as m= la)*+ 1b12, a, bEQ(W,). 
ProoJ: By Theorem 3.5 it s&ices to assume n = p is a prime = 5 mod 8. 
Let q generate the multiplicative group Zf, let 
~=rlo=w;4+w~8+ . . . +Qp-‘, 
P 
and let vi = al(q). Hence, qq = q. and c, d, e E Q, where 
p-l 2 
d=?o?l+rl1rlz+~2113+YljYIo= -5 4 =- 
( > 
l-p 
4 
4 p-l z 
( > 
l-p 
e=qi+qf+q:+q:= -- - =- 
p-l 4 4 ’ 
since ~2=~o and y13=lf,. Let A=(p/2)Z,+((l-p)/8)J,. By (2.6) there 
exists T E Q4 x 4 such that TATT = diag(2p, 2p, 2p, 2). By Theorem A there 
exists xeQlx4 such that xTATTxT = m. Let y = XT= [y, y, y2y,] and 
a = YOV~ + YI vl + ~~~12 + ~~93 E Q(o,). 
la/*+ Io,(a)12=ao~(a)+a,(a)o~(a)=yAyT=xTATTxT=m. i 
Conjecture 2. If n > 2 and 0 # c,, c2, -c E Q(w, + o; ‘) are not all the 
same sign, then c1 l~,1~+c~ Iy,I*=c has a solution y,, Y~EQ(o,,). 
Equivalently by Theorem 2.4, if A and B are nonsingular Hermitian 
matrices over Q(o,), A = ’ B if and only if Lemma 2 holds and A = ’ B 
over C. This last condition is analogous to an index condition on real 
matrices. 
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4. GENERALIZED HADAMARD MATRICES 
In this section we summarize and extend results on generalized 
Hadamard matrices. 
DEFINITIONS. A partial n-GHM is an r by h complex matrix H= [hi,] 
such that h”, = 1 for every i, j and HHt = hl,. H(n, h) will denote the set of 
n-GHMs of order h. r(n, h) will denote the maximum r such that an r by h 
partial n-GHM exists. r(n, h) <h and r(n, h) = h if and only if H(n, h) # 0. 
A partial G-GHM, H(G, h), and r(G, h) are defined similarly. 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 
LEMMA 8 [4, 1 I]. (i) HE H(n, h) implies HT, Ht E H(n, h). 
(ii) HE H(n, h), P a permutation matrix, and D=diag(@, . . . . 02) 
imply PH, HP, DH, HD E H(n, h). HE H(G, h) and D = diag(g,, ,.., g,,), 
gje G imp1.y PH, HP, DH, HD E H(G, h). 
(iii) H f H(n, h), H’ E H(n, h’) imply H@ H’ E H(n, hh’). HE H(G, h), 
H’eH(G,h’) imply H@H’EH(G,hh’). 
(iv) n) n’ imply r(n, h) d r(n’, h) and H(n, h) c H(n’, h). 
(v) If 4: G + G’ # 1 is an epimorphism and H = [h,] E H(G, h), then 
d(H) = C&h,)] E H(G’, h) and r(G, h) d r(G’, h). 
Jungnickel [ 171 states that HE H(G, h) implies HT E H(G, h). However, 
what he actually proves is Theorem 4.1 because at the end of his proof he 
assumes G is abelian. We offer the following matrix proof. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Jungnickel [ 173 ). r( G, h) 6 h. H E H( G, h) implies 
H+EH(G, h) and ifG is abelian H’EH(G, h). 
ProoJ: We prove more generally that if A, BE RA xh and AB = Z, then 
BA = Z, where R’ is defined in the proof of Theorem 2.10. As in that proof, 
we choose representatives C and D from A and B, respectively, to have line 
sums 1 on the diagonal and 0 off the diagonal. Hence, 
CD=I,,+E@J,, 
where E is to be determined. Using the same procedure as before, we find 
that E=O and C=D-‘. Thus, DC=Iand BA=Z. 1 
A row or column of H is normalized if it contains only 1’s. H is nor- 
malized if the first row and column are normalized. The following theorem 
provides the only nonexistence theorem for n-GHMs known to the author. 
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THEOREM 4.2. (i) H(n, h) # @ implies I,, =’ hl,, in Q(o,). In par- 
ticular, tf h is odd the squarefree part of h can have no prime factors p of 
even order f mod n such that pf12 = -1 mod n. 
(ii) Let I be a prime. r(Ak, h) 2 2 implies II (h. r(2, h) 2 3 implies 4 1 h. 
(iii) r(n, 2) = 2 or r(n, 4) > 2 implies 2 (n. r(n, 3) > 2 implies 3 1 n. 
Proof. (i) follows from the definition of congruence and Theorems 2.5 
and 3.1. (ii) was noted by Butson [4] and Turyn [29]. (iii) is a 
straightforward geometry problem. 1 
The following theorem and the remarks after Theorem 4.5 provide the 
only nonexistence theorems for G-GHMs known to the author. We denote 
the commutator subgroup of G by G’. 
THEOREM 4.3. (i) Ifr(G, h) 2 2, jGl (h. 
(ii) (Drake [ 111). Zf r( G, h) 2 3 and G has a nontrivial cyclic Sylow 
2-subgroup, then 2 ICI 1 h. 
(iii) lfH(G, h)#@ andpj /G/G’l, then H(p, h)#@. 
(iv) rf H(G, h) # @ with h odd, then c2 = ha2 + (- l)(s-“‘2 sb2 has a 
nontrivial solution a, b, CE Q for every s the order of a nontrivial 
homomorphic image of G. 
Proof: (iii) follows from Lemma 8(v). (iv) follows from Theorem 2.10 
and Lemma 8(v). 1 
Delsarte [IS] noted (ii) when ICI = 2 mod 4. De Launey [9] recently did 
a special case of this theorem. If p is a prime let EA(p’) denote the elemen- 
tary abelian group of order pi. The following theorem, the theorems in 
[32] on 2-GHMs and 4-GHMs, and Lemma 8 constitute all existence 
theorems for GHMs known to the author. The smallest orders still in 
question for elementary abelian groups are 20 for EA(4) and 21 for EA(3). 
THEOREM 4.4. (i) (Butson [4], Drake [ll]). H(n, n)#@. H(EA(p’), pi) 
Z%. 
(ii) (Butson [4], Jungnickel [17]). H(n, 2n) # 0. H(EA(p’), 2~‘) 
#%. 
(iii) (Seberry [24, 253). If pi- 1 is a prime power, H(EA(p’), 
pi(pi - 1)) # 0, 
(iv) (Dawson [7]). H(EA(p’), 4~‘) # 0. 
(v) H(6,7) Z 0. 
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Proof. (i) The Vandermonde matrix [CO!] and the multiplication 
table of GF($). (v) 
1111111 
1 -w* -1 -1 w ‘W -w 
1 -1 -2 -1 -w w -w 
1 -1 -1 -Id2 -w -w w 
1 w -w -w -co2 -1 -1 
1 -w w -w -1 -cd* -1 
1 -w -w w -1 -1 -2 
is an element of H(6,7), where o = 03. i 
This last theorem refutes the conjecture that (n, h) = 1 implies 
H(n, h) = Qr. If G is abelian, Hall [12] defines a Veblen-Wedderburn 
system to be an element of H(G, ICI) whose rows from a group, and he 
lists all such elements of H(EA(9), 9). De Launey [S] has also studied such 
G-GHMs; 
000000000 
000111222 
000222111 
012012012 
012120201 
012201120 
021021102 
021102021 
021210210 
is an element of H(3,9) whose rows do not form a group and hence was 
not mentioned above. Bose and Bush [3] proved the following theorem for 
G abelian, but it remains valid in the nonabelian case. 
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THEOREM 4.5 (Bose and Bush [ 31). There exists a set of r(G, ) GJ ) - 1 
mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order IGI. In particular, if 
H(G, ICI) # 0, then there exists a projective plane of order (GI. 
Johnson, Dulmage, and Mendelsohn [15] show that r(Z, x Z,, 12) = 6 
to construct a set of five mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order 12, the 
largest such set to date. They also show that r(Z? x Z,, 8) = 4. Jungnickel 
[ 183 also gives some lower bounds for r(G, h) for certain abelian G. We 
also remark that by a theorem of Hall and Paige a converse of 
Theorem 4,3(ii) is true if G is solvable, namely if G has a noncyclic or 
trivial Sylow 2-subgroup and (GI 1 h, r(G, h) 3 3. 
Conjecture 3. The necessary conditions of Theorem 4.2 are sufficient for 
the existence of n-GHMs. The necessary conditions of Theorem 4.3 are 
sufftcient for the existence of G-GHMs if G is elementary abelian. 
Turyn [29] has studied codes formed from cyclic GHMs, and Butson 
[S] has studied GHMs with cyclic cores. Shrikhande [27] has studied the 
relationship between GHMs and other combinatorial designs. Delsarte and 
Goethals [IO] have investigated certain regular symmetric GHMs and 
related them to a linear code over GF(p). 
5. THE APPLICATION OF G-GHMs TO CODING THEORY 
DEFINITION. Let g, M 2 2. A g - (h, M, d) code is a set of M h-dimen- 
sional vectors over a g-letter alphabet such that the distance d(x, y) 
between any two distinct vectors x and y satisfies d(x, y) > d, where dis- 
tance is the number of differing positions. d is called the code’s minimum 
distance if the code is not a g - (h, A4, d + 1) code. A( g, h, d) will denote the 
largest A4 such that a g -‘(h, M, d) code exists. [ ] is the greatest integer 
function. 
LEMMA 9. &Y, h, d + 1) < A(g, h - 1, d) < A(g, h, d) < 
gA(g, h- 1, 4. A(g, h, 1) = gh. A(g, h, h) = g. 
ProoJ The first two inequalities are the result of adding and deleting 
coordinates. For the last inequality suppose we have a g - (h, M, d) code. 
Let x be the letter occurring most frequently in the last position, and sup- 
pose there are m codewords ending in x. By deleting the last coordinate in 
these codewords we create a g - (h - 1, m, d) code. Since mB MJg, 
A( g, h, d)/g < A( g, h - 1, d). The two equalities are trivial. 1 
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THEOREM 5.1 (Plotkin [ 20, Theorem 2.11). Zf a g - (h, M, d) code exists 
withd>((g-l)/g)handM=amodg,O~a<g, then 
MGg dg-h;6- l)+c(a)] +a 
&+,/ & 
‘2(dg-h(g- l))‘dg-h(g- 1)’ 
where 
and 
,/= [(dg-2ha(g-a))2-4hza(a- l)(g--a)(g--a- l)]“* 
- 1 6 c(a) = -&+J -f<O. 
Mdg-h(g- 1)) g 
c(a) is monotonic decreasing: 
A(g,h,d)< max g 
d 
k-h- 1) 
+c(a) +a. 
0<0<g- I 1 
Proof 
=hC(g- 1)M2-4g-a)l/g 
from which the result follows. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf g/h, A(g,h,((g-l)/g)h)<gh. If H(G,h)#@ with 
ICI = g, we have equality. 
Proof 
A(g,h,++,,(g,h-l,vh) 
d 
g(g- l)h 
(g-l)h-(g-l)(h-l)=gh. 
sua/49,2-5 
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Let HE H(G, h), let ri denote the ith row of H, and let G = { gj}. By the 
definition of a G-GHM, ( g/r;} isag-(h,gh,((g-l)/g)h)code. I 
Note that equality may not imply a G-GHM because of the looser 
structure of the code. It may be true that A(3, 15, lo)=45 although 
H(3, 15) = @. 
6. THE COMPLETION PROBLEM 
DEFINITION. An Y by h partial GHM X is completable if there exists a 
GHM of order h with X as its first r rows. If r < h an r by h partial GHM 
X is strictly incompletable if there does not exist an r + 1 by h partial GHM 
with X as its first r rows. 
LEMMA 10. Let q and p be distinct primes such that q has even order 
mod p, and let o=wp. Zfa~Z[o] and la12=q2, then a= +qwi. 
Proof By Theorem B, (q) = (Q I . . . Qp), where the Qi are distinct prime 
ideals and Qi = Qi. Hence, since Qf strictly divides q2, Qi must strictly 
divide a. Thus, a = qu, where u is a unit. By Theorem B, since IuJ = 1, 
a= +w’. D 
THEOREM 6.1. Let p be an odd prime, w = o,, p 1 h, and I,, = ’ hZ, in 
F= Q(w). Zf h - r = 1 or if h - r = 2 and 2 has even order mod p, then an r 
by h partial p-GHM X is always completable. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.7 there exists 
H,= [h/J= ; [ 1 
in Fhxh such that H, HI = hZ, = HI H,. Hence, 
i Ihljj2=h-r and i h,jh,,-h-rmod 1-o. (6.1) 
r=r+1 r=r+1 
Let WI be the first s columns of W. By Theorem 2.8 if there exists a 
Wz~Fh-rxs such that WI W, = Wi W, is nonsingular there exists a unitary 
matrix ~~~~~~~~~~ such that W,= UW,; 
x 
Hz= [ 1 UW 
satisfies HJH2 = hZ. Hence, whenever there is a W, such that W: W, is 
nonsingular, we can assume without loss of generality that W, is any 
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specific matrix W, satisfying Wt W, = WI W,. In particular, we may 
assume the first column of H, is normalized. If h - r = 1 write 
H,‘[I .;‘...J 
By (6.1), lxkl * = 1 and Xjxk F 1 mod 1 - w. By Theorem B, Xk is a 2pth root 
of unity. Because 1 - w  1 n if and only if p 1 n, xk E 1 mod 1 - 0 implies Xk iS 
a pth root of unity. Hence, H= H, E H(p, h). 
If h - r = 2 write x H,= 1 X2”‘X, i 1 1 Y,...Yn 
By (6.1), lxj12+Iyj)2=2 and ?jXk+jjyk’2mOd1-C0. Let a=%,~,+ 
3, y, E z[W] and C = xj Yk - yjxk E Q(o): 
Since Cpci oi= 0 we can write a = C,!:,’ eiui = 0, where C&’ ei= 2, 
eieZ, and Iu(*=C~~~~ cioi, where CfrO’ ci=4, c~EZ, ci=cPPi, and cO= 
zp:ol et z 0 mod 2. S’ mce G = Gal(F/Q) is abelian, Is(a + IT(C = 
~(4) = 4 for every T E G. Hence, [z(a)1 * < 4 which implies 
P-1 
PC,= C Ci+ 1 IT(Q)12<4p 
,=O IEG 
with equality if and only if la/* = 4. Thus, co = 4 and Lemma 10 imply 
cj=O forj#O, ei=2 for some i, and e,=O for I#i. co<4 implies co=2 
and ej = e, = 1 for some i # I and e, = 0 for m # i, I. In either case, 
a=.fjx,+~jy,=wifo’. (6.2) 
j = 1 implies a = xk + y, = wi + w’. i + 1 or i + I + p is even. Multiplying the 
kth column of H, by CD-(‘+‘)/* or w-(‘+‘+~“~, we see that we can assume 
xk+yk iS of the fOrIn O’+O-‘. If i=O for every k 
which implies the last two rows are identical, contradicting their 
orthogonality. Hence, we may assume that x2 + y2 = w’+ wPi, i# 0, and 
by previous remarks that x2= oi and y,=o-’ because if 
1 
w, = [ 1 x2 1 and w,= Y2 [ 1 Cl+ 1 1 Cl-” 
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WI WI = W: W, is nonsingular. By (6.2) 
a=x,+y,=w’+o-’ 
b=o-‘x~+w’y, 
which implies 
am’-b 
Xk = ui-u-l’ 
~~~~*+~y~~*=2=(~a~~+~b~*-~ab0~-abo-’+~a/* 
+ Ibl*-a~u-‘-~bui)/(2-u*‘-u-*i) 
~a12+~b12-(w’+w-‘)Re~b=2-oZi-o-2i. (6.3) 
Since a=d+o-j and w’+w-’ are units in Z[o], Re bcZ[w]. 
b = o’+ wrn implies f(c)‘+ o-‘+ cY’ + wem) E Z[w] which implies 
w’=w**. Hence, Ibl =2 or b is real. By (6.3) if Ibl = 2, 
which implies I Re 61 2 2. This is possible if and only if b = 2 and i = +j. By 
(6.3) if b is real 
which implies b i o’+j + o-‘-j or UP i + wiP i. In either case, {xk, yk} = 
{ oi, w  -‘} which implies H, = HE H(p, h). 1 
2 has even order mod p for f of all primes. Sufficient conditions on p 
include p E 3,5 mod 8, p = a2 + 16b2 with b odd, and p a Fermat prime. If 
we do not make this assumption Lemma 10 fails because if p = 7, 
2 = 11 + o2 + w3 - ~~1. Theorem 6.1 generalizes Hall’s result [ 133 on 
2-GHMs. Verheiden [30] extended this result to show that if h - r 6 7 and 
4 ( h, an r by h partial 2-GHM is always completable. Hall showed that this 
is best possible. A generalization of his example shows that Theorem 6.1 is 
best possible for p = 3. Let n be odd, and let 1 be its smallest prime factor. 
Let HE H(I, 1) c H(n, J,) be normalized. If a vector of nth roots of unity, 
(1 X2...X2J 
is to be orthogonal to each row of X= (1 l)@ H it must be orthogonal to 
the column sum vector (1 l)O(l O...O). Hence, xlfl= -1, but 
( - 1)” # 1, a contradiction, Therefore, (1 1) 0 H is a strictly incompletable 
;1 x 211 partial n-GHM. By Lemma 6 there exists a~ Z[w,] such that 
A=la12 which implies h=2%=/a12+la12. Hence, Z, =‘hZh. 
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Verheiden’s theorem implies that if 4 1 h, an h - 8 x h partial 2-GHM, is 
incompletable if and only if it is strictly incompletable. Theorem 6.1 implies 
if p 1 h, 2 has even order mod p, and Ih = (’ hl,, an h - 3 x h partial p-GHM, 
is incompletable if and only if it is strictly incompletable. Hence, we have 
another way of finding strictly incompletable n-GHMs. We now give some 
examples of strictly incompletable G-GHMs. Let u = o3 ; 
111111111111 
is a 6-GHM whose first nine rows form an incompletable 9 x 12 3-GHM 
because the second column has five 1’s. Let o = u5 ; 
is the completion in Z[w] of a 6 x 10 5-GHM that is incompletable 
because the ninth column has three 1’s. Let U(4) = (a, b), e = au, and 
c=ab: 
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e e e e I? e e e 
eeaabbcc 
e a bceabc 
e a c b c b e a 
ebbeacca 
e c c e b a a b 
e b -b -e a c -c -a 
e c -c -e c e -e -c 
is the completion in R of a 6 x 8 U(4)-GHM that is incompletable 
because the fourth column has three e’s. Let Z, = (a), b=aa, c=ab, and 
e=ac: 
e e e e e e e ‘2 
e e a a b b c c 
e e bccaab 
e e c b a c b a 
e -e e -I? e -e e -e 
e -e a -b c -a b -c 
e -e b -a a -c c -b 
e -e c -c b-b a-a 
is the completion in R of a 4 x 8 Z,-GHM that is incompletable because 
the second column has four e’s; 
1 1111111 1111111111111 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 
1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 
1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
1 -1 1 -1 l-l 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
-1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
-1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 
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is an incompletable 12 x 20 2-GHM because it contains a 3 x 6 submatrix 
of 1’s. 
In general, a partial 2-GHM is incompletable if it contains an $r + 1 x 3 
submatrix of l’s, and a partial G-GHM is incompletable if it contains an 
h/ICI + 1 x 2 submatrix of 1’s. We can obtain such a matrix by “pasting” 
two normalized G-GHMs together. For example, if h ~4 mod 8, let 
H, E H(2, ih - 2) and H, E H(2, +h + 2) be normalized so that the first two 
columns are of the form HO @ J,, I, where HO is the unique normalized 
2-GHM of order 2. Let H, be the first &h -2 rows of H,. If h > 12, 
X= [H, H3] is an incompletable th - 2 x h 2-GHM. Similarly, if 
h=Omod 8, ha24, and H(2, i/r---4)f @ # H(2, &+4) we obtain an 
incompletable +h - 4 x h 2-GHM. In particular, the Hadamard conjecture 
implies there are incompletable partial GHMs of every order except h = 2k, 
k <4. 
Conjecture 4. Every r x 16 partial 2-GHM is completable. 
The following questions are also unanswered. 
Conjecture 5. A strictly incompletable r x h partial 2-GHM with 4 1 h 
has 41 r. A strictly incompletable r x h partial 3-GHM with 3 1 h and 
I,, = “ hl,, has 3 1 r. 
Conjecture 6. For every r and G there is at most a finite number of h’s 
satisfying Theorem 4.3 such that an incompletable h - r x h partial G-GHM 
exists. 
7. G-GHM AUTOMORPHISMS 
An automorphism of a G-GHM H is a pair (Q, S) such that QHS= H, 
where Q and S are of the form PD, P a permutation matrix and D = 
diagk,, . . . . gh), giE G. Denote the group of automorphisms by Aut(H). H, 
and H, are said to be equivalent if there exists Q and S of the form PD 
such that QH,S= H,. Since Aut(H,)gAut(H,) if H, and H2 are 
equivalent, the automorphism group is useful in determining the number of 
inequivalent matrices in H(G, h). Theorem 7.1 is analogous to Aschbacher’s 
theorem [2] on (u, k, 2) designs. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let h > 1 and HE H(G, h). G d Aut(H). Zf p ( Aut H, then 
(i) pIh(h- 1) or 
(ii) p < h/lGI - 1. 
Proof: g E G implies (gl, g- ‘I) E Aut(H). Assume p 1 h(h - 1). Let 
ZE Aut(H) have order p. Hence, r fixes two rows and two columns. 
Without loss of generality we may assume H is normalized and the first 
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two rows and columns are fixed by z. Hence, 7 = (gP, g ~ ‘Q), where P and 
Q are permutation matrices. Since p 1 ICI, g = 1. There are h/ICI g’s in the 
second row for every g E G. Hence, p > h/JGI implies 7 = 1, a contradiction. 
p = h/JG( contradicts p j h. Thus, p < h/lGl - 1. 1 
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